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A central but still unsettled question in formal theories about discourse in-
terpretation is: What are the key theoretical structures on which discourse
interpretation should depend? If we take our cue from theories that analyze
the meanings of individual sentences, the meaning of the discourse's parts
should determine the meaning of the whole; some sort of principle of com-
positionality of meaning must hold at the level of discourse interpretation.
So a theory of discourse interpretation must develop from an account of
discourse structure.

Unlike the syntactic structure of a sentence, the discourse structure of a
text is not a structure studied by syntacticians or governed principally by
syntactic concerns. It has to be inferred from a variety of knowledge sources.
Recent work on discourse structure in AI, philosophy and linguistics has
shown that discourse structure depends on numerous information sources—
compositional semantic principles, lexical semantics, pragmatic principles,
and information about the speaker's and interpreter's mental states. So a
theory of discourse interpretation must in fact also be a theory of semantics
and pragmatics and their interaction—a theory of the pragmatics-semantics
interface.

Such a theory linking together pragmatics and semantics brings up a foun-
dational question about frameworks. Pragmatics, though not often formal-
ized, has often made appeal to different types of logical principles than
semantics. While semantic theories have typically used a classical, mono-
tonic, logical framework, pragmatic theories appear to best couched within
nonmonotonic logic. How should we model the interaction of these multiple
knowledge sources needed to construct discourse structure, or the interac-
tion between defeasible pragmatic principles and nondefeasible semantic
principles?

1 Received June 20, 1996; revised version Marsh 19, 1997.
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Another fundamental difference between pragmatics and semantics also re-
quires resolution. The model-theoretic approach to semantics is thoroughly
entrenched, whereas in pragmatics appeals are often made to representa-
tions of information, beliefs and other mental states of the participants.
How should a discourse context be thought of—as a structured represen-
tation, or model-theoretically? How should we model in a logically precise
fashion the updating of discourse contexts with new information?

One of the good things about recent developments in theories of discourse
interpretation is that we know at least some of the answers to these ques-
tions. I will try to provide a guide to some strategies for building such
theories. I will begin with a simple and now standard semantic approach to
discourse interpretation, Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) without
eventualities. I will then add in steps components needed for pragmatic
interpretation. The approaches become more complex, but each bit of ad-
ditional complexity lets us analyze some phonenomenon or represent some
bit of pragmatic reasoning that we were not able to before. The end result
will be a theory of the semantic-pragmatic interface, Segmented Discourse
Representation Theory or SDRT. Like DRT, SDRT exploits representa-
tions to model discourse contexts and to determine the semantic effects of
discourse structure.

Finally, a question that should be asked in this context, is why should any of
this be of interest to logicians? Like formal semantics, discourse semantics
is an area of application for logical techniques. The few theorems mentioned
in this text are not terribly surprising nor do they introduce any new formal
techniques unfamiliar to logicians. But discourse semantics has uncovered
some new logical problems that were not part of standard formal semantics
and could not easily be formulated within the framework of higher order
intensional logic, the logical framework of Montague Grammar. It is my
hope that some of these problems and the attempts that semanticists have
made to formalize them will be of interest to logicians and may prompt
them to investigations in these areas.

1 Motivations for Dynamic Semantics

To understand the development of dynamic semantics, one must under-
stand the problems that motivated this development and to do that, one
must say something about the interpretation of the constituents of discourse
—its constituent sentences and their constituent phrases— i.e., standard
formal semantics. In the 1960s Montague developed a very influential the-
ory for analyzing the truth conditions of sentences, Montague Grammar.
The question then arose: How do we now analyze the truth conditions of a
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discourse? For just as one can only understand the meanings of expresions
within the context of a sentence, the meaning of a sentence is not something
that occurs in isolation—there is always a discourse context.

One might think that there is nothing more to the interpretation of dis-
course than simply building up the meanings of its constituent sentences
and then combining them together. If meanings are taken to be sets of
possible worlds or other indices, the operation of combination is particu-
larly simple; it's intersection. But once a clear and precise proposal for the
semantics of sentences was given by Montague Grammar, several problems
emerged that showed that the interpretation of discourse would not be sim-
ple. Below I discuss two: pronominal anaphora and the interpretation of
tense in discourse.

1.1 Pronominal Anaphora

Pronominal anaphora occurs when an anaphoric pronoun refers back to
some word or phrase in the preceding discourse. In the second sentence
of the discourse (1) below, the anaphoric pronouns he and it refer back
respectively to the farmer and the donkey.

(1) A farmer owns a donkey. He beats it.

In translating each sentence of (1) into logical formulae using the tools of
Montague Grammar, we encounter a problem in the translation of anaphoric
pronouns. The pronouns in the second sentence are anaphorically bound to
the noun phrases in the first sentence, and perhaps the most natural way
to try to represent this linkage in the logical form of (1) is to translate the
pronouns as variables that are to be bound by the quantifiers introduced
by the noun phrases in the first sentence. But the problem is that by the
time we attempt this "bound variable" translation of the pronouns, we have
finished the translation of the first sentence and so closed off the rightward
scope of the quantifiers. Conjoining the translation of the second sentence
does not produce a bound variable reading of the variables introduced by
the pronouns. In fact it produces the open sentence:

(Γ) 3x(farmer(x) Λ 3y(donkey(y) A owns(x,y))) Λ beats(x,y)

The Montague Grammarian's approach to quantifying-in offers a partial
solution to this problem (Gamut 1991). However, if we wish to use the pro-
cedure of quantifying in to deal with discourses in which anaphoric linkage
to an antecedently occurring noun phrase exists over multiple sentences as
in (2) below, then we must suppose a complete syntactic analysis of the
discourse prior to the interpretation of any of its constituent sentences.
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(2) A farmer owned a donkey. He beat it. It ran away.

This conclusion is not cognitively plausible and prompts us to look for a
different solution to the problem of intersentential anaphora.

1.2 Temporal Anaphora

Observations of Barbara Partee (1973) and of Kamp and Rohrer working
on the analysis of French tenses in discourse during the seventies brought
to attention a facet of the meaning of tenses that was missing from the
best analyses of tense of the day. Those analyses took tenses to be tense
operators of the sort found in tense logic (cf. Montague 1974, and some of
the references in Dowty 1979). In a French discourse like

(3) Pierre entra dans le salon. II s'assit sur la banquette. II s'endormit.
Pierre entered the room. He sat down on the sofa. He fell asleep.

the three events introduced, Pierre's entering, his sitting down and his
falling asleep, all occur in the past if (3) is true, but they also occur in a
definite sequence—the sequence in which they are introduced in the dis-
course. That is, we naturally understand the story as telling us that his
entering the room occurred prior to his sitting down which in turn oc-
curred prior to his falling asleep. The operator view of tenses, on which a
past-tensed sentence the logical form of which is Pφ is true iff φ holds of
some time prior to the moment of speech, is incapable of capturing this
contextual sensitivity. Even views on which verbs are treated as predicates
of events and the past tense introduces a relation of earlier than between
the event and the moment of speech are not by themselves equipped to
capture this context sensitive interpretation.

2 Dynamic Semantics and Basic DRT

The solution that Kamp and Heim independently proposed to the problem
of anaphoric pronoun interpretation was to redefine the semantic contri-
bution of a sentence and its constituents to a discourse. This was the first
attempt at discourse semantics, using rigorous, formal methods similar to
those found in Montague Grammar. In Montague Grammar and on other
accounts of discourse interpretation (Stalnaker 1978), the contribution of
a sentence is a proposition, or, formally, a set of possible worlds in which
the sentence was true. Such a proposition contributes to the content of a
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discourse in a simple way: the meaning of a discourse is just those possi-
ble worlds that are in the intersection of all the propositions that are the
meanings of the discourse's constituent sentences. For Kamp and Heim, a
sentence S, when interpreted in a discourse D no longer simply yields a set
of worlds; the meaning of S is rather a relation, a relation between contexts.
This new relational conception of the meaning of S was dubbed its context
change potential.2

To define the context change potential of a sentence, Kamp uses a repre-
sentational theory of discourse semantics, Discourse Representation Theory
(DRT). DRT assigns a truth conditional meaning to a natural language dis-
course in two steps: the DRS construction procedure and the correctness
definition. In the first step, we construct a representation of the content
of the discourse known as a discourse representation structure or DRS.
DRT uses DRSs to define context change potential. I won't detail here how
DRSs for clauses and their interpretation can be built up compositionally
(for details see Asher 1993 or Muskens 1996); I want to focus on discourse
aspects of dynamic semantics.

The basic fragment of DRT is defined by the following definition of DRSs
and DRS conditions.

Discourse Referents is a set of objects denoted by x, y, 2, with or without
subscripts. Predicates is a set of predicate constants associated with var-
ious natural language nouns, verbs and adjectives. Supose U C Discourse
Referents; we then define DRSs K and conditions 7 recursively:

K := (E7,0)|#n7

Let R G Predicates be an n-ary predicate and xi, ,xn be discourse ref-
erents.

7 := R(xl, ,xn)\-^K\Kl^Kz\KlVK 2.

The truth definition for discourses that give rise to DRSs described by
the definition above is given by embedding the DRSs they generate into a
standard Tarskian model. Given the semantics for DRSs, any DRS in the
fragment above has a first order translation. E.g.

2Many other formalisms have adopted the Kamp-Heim approach in a different guise.
See Barwise (1985), Gronendijk and Stokhof (1987).
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has a proper embedding in a model M = (D, AI, , An, •) (where the
Ai$ represent the extensions of the non-logical predicate symbols of the
DRS language) relative to some embedding g iff 3xφ is is satisfied in M
relative to some assignment to free variables. Similarly,

is satisfied relative to some embedding function g in M iff Vx3y(φ —> ψ) is
satisfied relative to some assignment.

Let us now make this more precise with a full semantic definition of proper
embedding. I define simultaneously the model theoretic transition P and
the satisfaction of conditions V relative to a model.

Definition 1:

fPM (t/, 0)g iff f C g Λ dom(g) = dom(f) U U

f € VM(R(xι, , *„)) iff , , f ( x n ) }

fP M iff fP
M (7)

iff

iff

f € VM(K V K1} iff 3g fPM(K)g V 3Λ fPM(K')h

I assume a sufficiently large set MOD of models, viz. those formed from
maximal consistent saturated sets of first order formulas.
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In order to formulate an insightful correspondence between DRT and first
order logic, it is useful not only to define P but also its lifted counterpart
P on sets of model sequence pairs (MSP)'s for a DRS K. P(K):Pow(MSP)
— » Pow(MSP) is defined distributively or pointwise over the set of model
sequence pairs , exploiting K's effect on an input MSP (M, g) to produce
a certain output MSP (M', g'), where . That is for a context X:

[P(K)](X) = {(MV) : 3(M,<7) € X(M = M' ^gPM(K}g'}}

One can associate with each DRS K both a set of pairs (M, /) where f
is a proper embedding of K in a Tarskian model M. Such sets are called
information states and they correspond to a a first order formula. This
connection is made precise in the following lemma (proved by induction). I
use here the formulation of Fernando (1994). Let {(w, 0) : M £ MOD} = σo
Characterization Lemma for DRT:

• For every first order formula χ with a set of free variables 17, there
is a DRS (i7, C) such that P(U, C)[σQ] = {(M, /) : Dom(f) = U and

• Every DRS (U,C) has a characteristic formula χ where U is the
set of free variables in χ and P(U,C)[σQ] = {(M,/) : Dom(f) =
U and M μ χ[f]}

DRT is a dynamic theory of discourse interpretation. The idea is that each
sentence has a context change potential (CCP) that changes a discourse
context when the information contained within the sentence is added to the
context. The background context is represented as a DRS; the contribution
of the individual sentence is the context DRS extended with the conditions
and discourse referents contributed by the processing of the sentence. Thus,
the CCP of a sentence is a relation between DRSs. More precisely, let Cφ
be the set of conditions of the DRS φ, Xφ be the characteristic formula of
0, and let

φπψ = ((Uφ U t/0), (Cφ U Cφ)}, if (xφ Λ χφ)is first order consistent.

The CCP of an unambiguous sentence S, which by a procedure known as
the DRS construction procedure yields a DRS K$? can now be represented
as the DRS transition predicate T Γ̂5, between consistent DRSs. We define

as the set

{(K, Ks, K*) : Kis a DRS, Ks, K*are consistent DRSs and K* =

3For details see Kamp and Reyle (1993).
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The CCP of a sentence may also be represented as a relation between
information states (assuming once again the presence of the DRS construc-
tion procedure). A model-theoretic context is a set of model sequence pairs
(MSPs), and so a natural candidate for the model-theoretic notion of the
CCP of a sentence S is just the lifted function P applied to the DRS derived
from S.

Using the Characterization Lemma, Fernando (1995) proves a precise equiv-
alence between the representational and model-theoretic conceptions of
CCP for the simple core fragment of DRT and he has also shown that
the notion of equivalent CCP is r.e. The representational level and the
model theoretic level yield bisimulation-equivalent notions of context and
CCP.4 Let Φj_ be the set of absurd formulas, and let MOD be denned as
above). Define Ace as the smallest set of states such that, where [P(φ)](σ)
represents the application of the function P(φ) to σ:

σ0 € Ace Λ (σ € Ace -> [P(φ)](σ) G Ace)

Thus, we can define within Ace for any consistent φ, σφ = [P(Φ)](o~Q).
Suppose that P(φπψ) = P(Φ)°P(Ψ) and define φ+±ψ iS\/φ'(φπφf G Φ_L <-*

Theorem 2.1 (Fernando 1995): φ±±ψ iff σφ = σψ; and further, ±± and
Φ_ι_ are r.e.

±± defines a bisimulation relative to the function n, and P(K)[σ^ in ef-
fect, exploits ϋ to induce a bisimulation relative to state transitions, the
model-theoretic interpretation of a DRS on a set of MSP's. Further, bisim-
ilarity on state transitions is strongly extensional; bisimilar transitions on
states have identical outputs when applied to the empty information state,
which explains the first part of the theorem. For the second part of the
theorem, note that ±± is defined proof theoretically, by an operation on
DRSs. Given the Characterization Lemma, every DRS is equivalent to a
first order formula. Hence, the notions <-> and Φ_L are first order definable
and so r.e.

The effect of this theorem is to show that the model-theoretic and the rep-
resentational conceptions of CCP in dynamic semantics are equivalent. Far
from "eliminating represent ationalism," the inclusion in MSPs of functions
from discourse referents to objects makes them essentially representational;

4A similar representation theorem for a slightly different conception of model theo-
retic context is sketched in Asher (1993). For more on the notion of bisimulation, see
Aczel (1989) and Park (1988).
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this information is not about the world but about how our information
about the world is structured.5 But using MSPs is useful because they in-
dicate the minimal amount of representational information needed to treat
phenomena for which DRT was designed. I apply this strategy now to
pragmatic-semantic contexts.

3 DRTi—DRT with events

Without events or temporal constants of any kind, the basic DRT fragment
is unable to make sense of change. In the timeless models of DRT0, the
following simple discourse is (unintuitively) inconsistent:

(4) John sat down. John got up.

To analyze change, DRT follows a Davidsonian approach and introduces
eventualities as additional arguments of conditions derived from verbs. The
only change to the definition of DRSs and DRS conditions from section 1
is to add an eventuality type discourse referents and to change the set
of Predicates— those derived from verbs will have one more argument
place than before. This makes possible a satisfactory analysis of change.
I will here introduce ways of treating tense that make the discourse (4)
consistent, though they do not give a complete temporal interpretation
of tensed discourse. Much of the temporal interpretation of discourse is
pragmatically determined. The notion of CCP equivalence remains r.e. for
DRTi.

DRTo and DRTi define distinct consequence relations for some natural
language discourses by offering a translation into a formal language that
is given a model theoretic interpretation. So for instance, a discourse like
(4), when translated (via the DRS construction procedure) as a DRS φ in
DRTo, is inconsistent, provided we make certain assumptions about the
relationship between the predicate sit down and get up (viz. one cannot
simultaneously get up and sit down). However, the translation of (4) is
consistent in DRTi. We could represent this as (4) h0 _L but l/i _L

5 Many authors who have rejected the representationalism of DRT do not seem to
acknowledge that the use of assignment functions in their semantic values amounts to
an equal representational commitment.
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4 Beyond Dynamic Semantics

DRT, and dynamic semantics in general, make an important contribution
to our understanding of how the discourse context affects pronominal and
temporal interpretation. Neither temporal nor pronominal anaphora is ade-
quately accounted for in a static semantic framework like Montague Gram-
mar or classical (Barwise and Perry 1983) situation theory, even if the static
semantic theory incorporates some contextual sensitivity such as that sug-
gested by Kaplan (1977). The key novelty in dynamic semantics that is
brought out by the characterization theorem is that in dynamic semantics
it matters how information is introduced into the discourse—viz. what vari-
able or discourse referent this information is predicated of. These discourse
referents are now understood to be a fundamental part of information states
and discourse contexts. Is this really part of the content? Well, they might
be but it seems more intuitive to think of them as part of how information
is packaged. Dynamic semantics invites us to make a distinction between
information content and information packaging.

We can represent information packaging within possible worlds semantics
at a cost. We must replace the notion of information as represented by sets
of worlds with a set of n-tuples consisting of a world and a sequence of
objects—one object, roughly, for each indefinite introduced into the dis-
course (this needs to be refined when indefinites occur within the scope
of other logical operators and quantifiers). But this is a technical trick
without much philosophical substance and it obscures the central point of
dynamic semantics: the information conveyed by a text is more than just
truth conditional content ( a set of possible worlds) it also involves some
sort of " information packaging" which tells us how to understand a variety
of linguistic anaphoric phenomena.6 A representational structure giving us
a notion of information packaging is needed here. For dynamic semantics
this information packaging is quite minimal— we can make do with just
variables.

Dynamic semantics and its limited view of information packaging does not
do justice, however, to the complex interaction of pragmatic and seman-
tic factors in discourse. This leads to incorrect predictions about the way
anaphors, both temporal and pronominal,are treated in DRT. In effect the
notion of information packaging in DRT is too weak to support its analysis
of the phenomena; it tries to do too much with truth conditions and not

6Stalnaker's critical evaluation in his 1996 SALT talk of dynamic semantics attempts
to defend classical possible worlds semantics. But he does so by packing the representa-
tional component, information packaging, into the possible worlds themselves. Further,
because he doesn't really propose a theory of information packaging, his account isn't
doesn't offer an alternative to the view developed here.
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enough with information packaging.

4.1 Temporal Anaphora

A clear example of where DRT goes wrong is with its analysis of temporal
anaphora. DRT is right to make the contributions of tense depend upon
the discourse context. But DRT attempts to make the temporal structure
of a text almost completely dependent on the tense forms used in the text.
In most natural languages, however, the temporal structure of the events
introduced in a text is underdetermined by the sequence of tense forms. In
particular, the rule above, which is a consequence of the DRS construction
procedure, is false for French—a point of which some of the earliest workers
on tense in DRT were aware—or English. Consider the following examples
(from Lascarides and Asher 1993):

(5) John entered the room. Fred greeted him.

(6) John fell. Fred pushed him.

These two discourses employ the same sequence of tense forms, yet they
suggest different temporal structures. DR-theorists have been forced to re-
vise the construction procedure and to abandon the view that the tense
forms and the order of the sentences in a discourse alone determine tempo-
ral structure. This conclusion follows not only from an examination of the
English simple past but also from a careful look at the data concerning the
French plus que parfait (Bras and Asher 1994) and the English pluperfect
(Lascarides and Asher 1993b).

One might ask, what in combination with tense sequences determines the
temporal structure? One proposal is that a more developed view of dis-
course structure determines tense structure. Originally suggested by the
computer scientist Jerry Hobbs, this thesis has been worked out in the con-
text of a formal discourse semantics by Asher and Lascarides (Lascarides
and Asher 1993a, 1993b) using a more elaborate analysis of information
packaging than that found in standard DRT. Specifically, it is the rhetori-
cal connection between the propositions that often supplies the information
needed to determine temporal structure.

4.2 The Contextual Treatment of Definites

There have been two treatments of definite descriptions vying for con-
tention since the times of Russell and Strawson. One is Russell's famous
1905 analysis of definites in terms of first order quantifiers; the φ ψ's is to
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be translated as 3x(Vy(φ(y) ^y = x)Λ^(x)). Russell's analysis works well
enough for the example he discusses at length, the present King of France
is not bald-, but there are other uses of definite descriptions such as (7) that
render his analysis very problematic:

(7) If I invite a celebrity, the celebrity never comes.

Such uses of definites have motivated an entirely different sort of anal-
ysis from Russell's that begins with Strawson's paper of 1950 and that
has proved popular amongst linguists. Most of those who have adopted
this position have argued that definite descriptions generate presupposi-
tions of familiarity; the individual that is the denotation of the definite
must be familiar to the speaker's audience or already mentioned in the
text. More generally, such presuppositions must be understood as holding
in the context in which the sentence generating the presuppositions is to
be interpreted. In the linguistic literature, this notion of holding is glossed
with the help of two other notions: binding and accommodation. The pre-
supposition of familiarity is said to be bound if the discourse referent or
variable introduced by the definite is identified with a discourse referent
or variable introduced by some antecedent NP. All presuppositions must
either be bound or accommodated in the discourse context. When such an
antecedent NP is not available, advocates of this approach say that the
presupposition is accommodated by adding to the antecedent context a
variable with the appropriate properties. Presupposition theorists have not
said much about uniqueness— perhaps justifiably so in view of the appar-
ent failure of any uniqueness claim or presupposition in (7). One of the
success stories of dynamic semantics has been to give structure to contexts
through the recursive structure of conditions so that constraints could be
placed on accommodation (van der Sandt 1992); dynamic semantics made
sense of the inherent dynamism in the notions of presupposition already
evident in Gazdar's work in the late seventies.7

The presuppositional view of definites gives a nice analysis of the anaphoric
behavior of the definite in (7), and it can be extended by using accommo-
dation to handle Russell's example. However, neither the presuppositional
view nor Russell's makes sense of the behavior of definites in so called
"bridging" examples, where an antecedent for the definite is not explicitly
given in the text but constructed from other information sources. Here are
some examples.

(8) Mary moved from Brixton to St. John's Wood. The rent was less
expensive

7For details see Beaver (1994, 1996).
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(9) I met two interesting people last night at a party. The woman
was a member of Clinton's Cabinet.

It is easy to see why the presupposition theory of definites (let alone the
Russellian theory) fails to account for these examples. Consider for a mo-
ment (9). According to the approach to presuppositions mentioned above,
the woman must be bound to some woman already introduced in the text,
or its presupposition of familiarity must be accommodated. Since no woman
has been explicitly mentioned prior to the discourse, one is added to the
context, which gives the wrong the truth conditions.

Several proposals have been devised to supplement the presupposition the-
ory to get the right sort of anaphoric connections for the definites in (8)-
(9) — in particular the addition of lexical information or world-knowledge
(Bos et al. 1995). It is possible to get the right anaphoric connection for
the woman in (9) if we develop extended rules for binding that exploit the
information that woman is a subtype of the noun people in the antecedent
noun phrase. But this sort of approach won't make sense of (8). No lexi-
cal information or nonlinguistic bit of world knowledge about the parts of
London will yield the right interpretation of the definite the rent. World
knowledge about London will rather predict the opposite, since Brixton is
commonly acknowleged to have apartments and houses with lower rents
than St. John's Wood, an interpreter relying solely on world knoweldge or
lexical information would conclude that the rent referred to the rent of a
dwelling in Brixton. But this is plainly not what was intended.

What sort of information is required to get the right interpretations of
these definite descriptions? An important clue to what seems to be the
right answer comes from investigating parallel uses of indefinites, as this
example from Charniak (1983) attests:

(10) a. Jack was going to commit suicide. He got a rope on Tuesday.

b. Jack was going to commit suicide. He got the rope on Tues-
day.

An interpreter is likely to construct the same link in (lOa-b) between the
propositions expressed by the two clauses: Jacks gets the rope he uses to
commit the suicide on Tuesday. It is the rhetorical relation between the
two propositions that enables the interpreter to resolve the definite in the
appropriate way.

Information about rhetorical structure also governs the interpretation of
recalcitrant examples like (8). Our approach has a much more liberal no-
tion of binding than the traditional one; identity is only one of many ways
in which two discourse referents can be linked. In (8) the second sentence
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explains why the agent moved, and it this relation of Explanation that
guides the binding of the definite the rent. The rent's being less expensive
in St. John's would explain why the agent moved, and so the inference to
an Explanatory connection between the two clauses ensures that the dis-
course referent introduced by the rent to is linked to the disocurse referent
introduced by St. John's Wood. The discourse structure in (9) is somewhat
different; there the second sentence serves as an elaboration of the event
describedin the first. The fact that we have an elaboration leads us to bind
the presupposition in a particular way—viz., the woman is identified as
one of the people the speaker met last night. Such connections are not
part of the compositional semantics of such discourses even on dynamic
semantics's conception of such. They are part of information packaging.
And interestingly, these rhetorical connections between propositions in a
text play an important role in interpreting not only temporal anaphora but
definite descriptions.8

4-3 Lexical Ambiguity

Few compositional theories of meaning tackle the problem of lexical ambi-
guity, since they are designed to articulate principles of how word meanings
combine together. But lexical ambiguity is also a matter for compositional
semantics and discourse interpretation, since it is usually the case that
combining words with ambiguous meanings leads to a decrease in ambi-
guity rather than an increase in ambiguity. Sometimes syntactic factors or
semantic requirements like selectional restrictions reduce ambiguity, but in
many cases the resolution of semantic ambiguities depends on other prag-
matic factors — in particular, ambiguity resolution often depends on the
discourse structure of the discourse context, as argued in Asher and Las-
carides (1995). Consider the following example from that paper:

(11) The judge demanded to know where the defendant was. The bar-
rister apologised and said that he was drinking across the street.
The court bailiff found him asleep beneath the bar.

The word bar in the last sentence is ambiguous even when taken as a noun.
But it is not ambiguous in this discourse. Standard disambiguation tech-
niques in AI try to use word senses in the same clause to disambiguate other
words going for a most probable interpretation (different word senses being
associated with different frequencies) in a particular domain. But here this
would net the wrong result, since this would predict that bar is being used

8 This approach to definite descriptions is worked out in detail in Asher and Lascarides
(in press).
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in its courtroom sense. But if we reconstruct what is going in the discourse
and exploit the way the various sentences are related to each other in dis-
ambiguation, we get a quite different story— one that is recounted in Asher
and Lascarides (1995). Very roughly, the text is a narrative; the proposition
expressed by each sentence is related by the discourse relation of Narration
to the proposition expressed by the previous sentence. Narration imposes
strong spatio-temporal constraints on the actors and events involved, so
that once we expect that the defendant is drinking at a pub, we assume
as a default that he stays there unless the narrator indicates otherwise. So
we interpret the last sentence such that the bailiff finds the defendant in
the drinking establishment not in the court slumped underneath the bar
there. Once again discourse structure seems to play an important role in
discourse interpretation, and it is a role that cannot be captured within
dynamic semantics as it stands.

4-4 Prepositional and Concept Anaphora

If pronominal anaphoric reference to indefinites identifies a need for dis-
course referents in the analysis of information, then anaphoric reference to
chunks or segments of text suggests other representational commitments.
Consider the following text:

(12) One plaintiff was passed over for promotion three times. Another
didn't get a raise for five years. A third plaintiff was given a lower
wage compared to males who were doing the same work. But the
jury didn't believe this (any of this).

There appear to be two possible antecedents (depending to some degree
on how this is stressed) in the fourth sentence of (8)—the proposition ex-
pressed by the discourse as a whole and the proposition expressed by the
last sentence. But in dynamic semantics neither proposition as it stands
is a possible antecedent. It was such references to abstract objects that
motivated Asher (1993) to develop a non-trivial extension to Kamp's DRT
in which a richer conception of information packaging segments the infor-
mation given in a discourse into bits that are supported by the data such
as in (8).

Similarly, concept anaphora can be subject to the effects of discourse struc-
ture. One form of concept anaphora is verb phrase ellipsis, exemplified in
the following examples.

(13) a. John said that Mary hit him. But Sam did.

b. John said that Mary hit him. Sam did too.
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Aided by prosodic stress which gives certain important clues about the
discourse context, speakers almost uniformly prefer the embedded verb
phrase meaning to go in for the ellided VP in (13a)—i.e. Xx(xhit y), while
in (13b) they prefer the verb phrase meaning derived from the main VP—
\x(xsaid that Mary hit x). A theory that does not take account of the dis-
course structure generated by particles like but or too will not be able to
make sense of these preferred interpretations.

5 Beyond Dynamic Semantics: SDRTo

A fuller theory of discourse interpretation and a theory of the prag-
matics/semantics interface incorporates pragm-atics and other informa-
tion sources besides just the compositional semantics exploited in DRT.
In particular, such a theory must build, I have argued, interpretation from
discourse structure. There are many ways of incorporating discourse struc-
ture within dynamic semantics, but the simplest is the one which remains
squarely within the confines of the first order theory discussed above. The
relevant discourse structure for temporal interpretation can be formalized
by generalizing the idea of eventuality discourse referents introduced in sec-
tion 2. In this extension of the original DRT fragment, I introduce speech
act discourse referents, τro,τrι,π2, etc. The signature of the fragment adds
two sorts of conditions to those defined above: if π is a speech act dis-
course referent and K a DRS, then π : K € Conditions. Discourse Struc-
ture is encoded by relation symbols on speech act discourse referents; e.g.,
Elaboration(π\,π<2) signifies that the speech act π2 elaborates what was
said in πi. We extend the model theory of DRTi to handle conditions of
the form π : K by relativizing all conditions in K to values of π in a recur-
sive fashion. I assume below that the interpretation of a predicate of the
DRS language is relativized to M and a sequence α of the values speech
act discourse referents. This relativization is intended to capture, albeit
imperfectly, the intuition that the information in K pertains to the speech
act discourse referent that characterizes it. We must, however, reinterpret
DRSs so each condition defines a transition predicate; in effect Knj is now
the sequence K\ 7. We can then ensure that variables declared in K but
also occurring in Kr (due to anaphoric equations) are properly bound.

Definition 2:

• fPfr(U, 0)g iff f C g and dom(g) = dom(f) U U

, , xn))g iff Ra

M(f(xl), - , f ( x n ) ) ^f = g
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iff f = h Λ -,3g f P

=* K')k iff(f = kΛVg (fP$,(K)g

V K')k iff (f = k Λ 3 g fPft(K)g V 3h fP^(K')h)

The last clause of the recursive definition above shows how the relativiza-
tion of the interpretation of conditions in a DRS K is built up recursively
when the latter itself occurs in a condition of the form π : K. Notice
also how the last clause ensures that the output assignments from labelled
constituents in which variables are declared will make those assignments
available to the interpretation of subsequent labelled constituents. Other-
wise, the definition is similar to the one for classic DRT. One can easily
define the "lifting" of P above on the informationally empty discourse con-
text σ0; it is simply the same (and I'll use the same notation P) as given
in section 2 for DRT. When the contexts are not informationally empty,
matters become more complicated, as we shall soon see.

Let us call SDRTo the theory which delivers those discourse representa-
tions, which I'll call SDRSs, whose syntax and semantics is as described
above. The language of SDRTo is first order. For the Characterization
Lemma for DRT applies equally well to SDRTo. Recall that the char-
acterization lemma comes in two parts; the first claims that every DRS
corresponds to a first order formula and the second that every first order
formula corresponds to a DRS. To show that a reformulation of the Char-
acterization Lemma holds for SDRTo, we need only to show that every
SDRS in this fragment corresponds to a first order formula. To show this,
we have to specify in the induction on the complexity of SDRSs what for-
mula corresponds to the new condition of the form π : K. We will assume
that the model here has parametrized interpretations corresponding to the
function Va and that each predicate is parametrized for one argument, a
sequence of speech acts. By the inductive hypothesis, K has a parametrized
characteristic formula χκ(χ)> where x is the sequence of variables corre-
sponding to the speech acts. So the corresponding formula for π : K is just
like χχ(xπUπ), where u^ is a new free variable appended to the sequence
of speech acts that constitute an argument of each atomic formula in χκ.
Thus, we have established:
Characterization Lemma for SDRTo:
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• For every first order formula χ with a set of free variables [7, there
is an SDKS (U,C) such that P(U,C)[σQ] = {(M,/) : Dom(f) =
U and Mhχ[/]}

• Every SDKS of SDRTo (U, C) has a characteristic formula χ where U
is the set of free variables in χ and P(U, C)[0] = {(M, /) : Dom(f) =
U and M\=χ(f}}

SDRTo can be used to address many of the issues that made us dissatisfied
with dynamic semantics proper — the account of definites and presupposi-
tion, the resolution of many lexical ambiguities, and some of the problems
with temporal anaphora. To address these issues, however, SDRTo requires
a background theory in which the semantic consequences of discourse rela-
tions are specified. These consequences include not only temporal effects,
of which I will give an example below, but also spatio-temporal effects,
effects on lexical choice and effects on the choice of binding relation and
antecedent for presupposition.9

This background theory is most naturally expressed in the SDRTo lan-
guage.10 To economize on space, however, I shall use the first order trans-
lations here to give an indication of the axioms in the background theory.
For example, Narration demands a consistency and coherence which many
have observed and which is axiomatized in SORT below: in words it says
that if two speech acts form a narrative sequence, then the eventualities de-
scribed by these speech acts must cohere together at least in the sense that
the post-state of the first be consistent with the pre-state of the second (for
more discussion see Asher 1996, Asher et al. 1995). I designate the main
eventuality introduced in a DRS K (since we have DRSs for each clause
this will be the eventuality discourse referent introduced by the main verb)
by e in the characteristic formula of π : K, the prestate of an eventuality
e by pre(e), the poststate of an eventuality e by post(e), the relation of
temporal overlap by Ot, the relation of temporal precedence by ^ and the
relation of temporal inclusion by Ct:

(Narration(πι,π2) Λ χπι:Kl(
eι) Λ χπι:*a(e2)) -» Ot(post(eι) ,

Other uncontroversial axioms about eventualities and their pre-states and

9 For details concerning these other semantic consequences, see Asher and Lascarides
1995, forthcoming, and Asher et al. 1995. This background theory elaborated in these
articles defines semantic consequences of eight of the most prominent discourse relations
found in expository text.

10In Lascarides and Asher 1993a, this background theory was made part of another
component of reasoning—what I call below the "glue logic". But the consequences of
discourse structure should be expressed as DRS or SDRS conditions, since the SDKS
language is what gives the content of the discourse.
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post-states ensure that we can conclude the following fact:

Fact 1 (Narτation(πι,π2) Λχ^ /dίei) Λχ f f ι :/c a(e 2)) -> βi -< e2

There are other axioms capturing the temporal consequences of other dis-
course relations. Here are a few examples.

2) — * 62 Ct e\
2) — > -«e2 -< e\

(Explanation(τι Ί ,π2) Λ (->(State(e2) V Process^))) -^ e z ^( e\

This is not an exhaustive list of the axioms for the temporal consequences
of discourse structure, let alone a list of the axioms needed for lexical
disambiguation or the analysis of presuppositions. But these axioms do give
an idea of how one could use these temporal order axioms and other axioms
to compute the contribution of discourse relations to the interpretation of
constituents, supplementing the compositional semantics. We can derive
formulas about the temporal order of eventualities mentioned in a text from
the SDRTo background theory. This enables us to show that SDRTo is a
non-conservative extension of DRTi in the following sense. Recall discourse
(4) above:11

Fact 2 There is a formula φ in the language of DRT\ such that (4) \f\ φ
but (4) 1-2 φ.

5.1 CCPs of new information in SDRTQ

There are again two conceptions of CCP for an unambiguous sentence S
in SDRTo . The representational conception of the CCP of S is a relation
between SDRSs — in particular between an SDRS of SDRTo representing
the discourse context, an SDRS derived from S, which I'll assume is just
πs : KS where K 3 is the DRS produced from S using the DRS construction
procedure, and an "output" SDRS.12 Note that each piece of new infor-
mation to be added to the contextual SDRS introduces its own speech act
discourse referent. But otherwise SDRTo conceptions are similar in appear-
ance to those in DRT. The model theoretic conception of the CCP of an
unambiguous sentence too resembles its DRT counterpart; it is a relation
between contexts or sets model embedding function pairs, just as was the

11 Of course a more complex DRS constrution procedure might also net us the appro-
priate temporal information for (4) but as we saw in section 4, there is ample evidence to
suggest that a purely semantic construction procedure will not produce the right results.

12This is a simplification, since discourse structure can also occur within a single
sentence. We'll see how to rid ourselves of this assumption shortly.
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case with DRT0. What changes dramatically once we move to SDRT0 is
the complexity of computing the change wrought in the discourse context
by "adding" the information contained in S. To compute the CCP of φ
relative to a discourse context τ, one must compute a discourse relation
between π and some available "attachment" point, which is a subset of the
speech act discourse referents in the discourse context.

But in order to do this, we must change our conception of what a discourse
context is. It can no longer simply be an information state, for such a state
does not provide us with the information by means of which to do the
computation of attachment.

One approach defines the CCP of a formula to be the relation that, given a
discourse context allows any possible attachment by means of any discourse
relation to make up an allowable CCP transition. That is, the CCP of φ
relative to a discourse context r is that relation that yields τnφπR(πι, π2),
where π>2 is the speech act discourse referent of φ and πi is some speech
act discourse referent in r and R some discourse relation symbol.

This proposal, however, would not enable us to make any predictions about
the temporal structure of a discourse such as (6), let alone the meanings
of definite descriptions such as in (8). The conception of CCP needs to
be more restrictive. A natural alternative is to treat the construction of
the appropriate SDKS in which the relevant discourse relation attaches the
new information to the given context as a black box. That is, the CCP of φ
relative to a discourse context r is that relation that yields τnφΠR(πι, π2),
assuming that π2 : φ and that πi is some "appropriate" (in a sense explicitly
defined only within the black box) speech act discourse referent in r and
R the "appropriate" discourse relation used to attach the information in
φ. While this black box approach might seem a little bit like "cheating,"
it is customary in semantics to argue in this way. Such an approach has
the virtue that it allows us to separate out processing questions from the
logical character of the final representation. This black box is in effect an
oracle—call it O.

What is the logical status of SDRT0 defined transitions relative to this
oracle O for appropriate SDRSs? Given that the characterization lemma
still holds for the representations produced by SDRTo (they are in effect
just DRS's), it is a straightforward matter to adapt theorem 1 to such a
conception of CCP, as labelled by SDRSs defined within SDRT0. The CCP
transitions are more restrictive, allowing fewer model assignment pairs to
be related in a transition. Further, the underlying logical theory of SDRT0

is more than just first order logic, since it contains non-logical axioms
about the semantic consequences of discourse structure—e.g., the temporal
axioms discussed in the previous subsection. So to distinguish the absurd
formulas relative to this underlying theory from those of section 3, I'll call
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the the set of absurd formulas for SDRT0, Φj_.

Letting Ace be as in the preamble to theorem 1 of section 2, each SDKS φ
labels a transition on states P°(φ)] these transitions are distinct from the
simpler transitions we appealed to for DRT, because they are engendered
by SDRTo conceptions of transitions and discourse contexts). Clearly P°
transitions are distinct from those transitions induced simply by DRSs;
they are more restrictive. But as before we may define:

And again we may suppose that P°(φnψ) = P°(φ)oP°(ψ). But our notion
of <-»° is more complex because of the complexity of the update relation in
SDRTo, which outputs a set of SDRSs—one for each attachment site.
0±±V iff V0':

• Vχ3χ' :

1. (T°(0, φ', x) is defined iff Γ°(^, </>', x') is defined, and

2. T°(φ,φ',χ) e Φl iff T°(ψ,φ',χ) G Φl

• Vχ'3χ :

1. (T°((/>, φ', x) is defined iff T°(V>, ̂ , x') is defined, and

2. Γ0f^,ώ/,y)eΦ (] iff

Theorem 5.1 φt^Ψ iff σ^ = σ^; and further, <->0 αndΦ^ are r.e. relative
to O.

Theorem 2 is a straightforward adaptation of theorem 1 to the basic SDRT
fragment and its underlying logic. Note, however, that the theorem relies
on essentially an oracle for giving us the "appropriate" output SDRS. That
is, our transition predicate on SDRSs relies on this oracle. Can we do any
better?

To do better requires a method for calculating the more restrictive and
appropriate CCP notion given an input SDRS (our representation of the
given discourse context) and some new information φ that we also represent
as an SDRS of SDRTo. To calculate this more restrictive CCP notion, we
have to: (1) put constraints on which speech act discourse referents may act
as attachment points in the antecedently given discourse context, and (2)
articulate mechanisms for constraining what are the admissible discourse
relations by means of which we can bind the new information to the given
discourse structure.

Without going too much into the gory details of how SDRS's are con-
structed, we can still specify the CCP of a formula SDRTo in more detail.
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I understand the constraints and mechanisms needed to compute SDRTo's
restrictive CCP notion as forming a particular logic G, a "glue" logic,
for deducing a new SDRS from a contextually given SDRS and an SDRS
representing new information. As SORT has pretensions to being a compu-
tational semantic theory (see Lascarides and Asher 1993a), G should be a
logic that is at least decidable and preferably lower in complexity than NP-
complete. So G must be distinguished from the underlying logic of SDRTo,
which is at least as strong as first order logic and hence undecidable.

In SORT, the glue logic G? is a nonmonotonic logic. Prom a computational
point of view, this adds to the complexity of G deductions, but nonmono-
tonicity seems unavoidable when trying to compute discourse structure.
While we sometimes have sufficient information in the message itself to
deduce what rhetorical function the speaker intended to have this new in-
formation serve, in many cases we do not and we must make a best guess
as to what the discourse relation is. Recall, for instance, the "push-fall"
example (6) above on which it seems natural to conclude that the infor-
mation conveyed by the second sentence serves as an explanation for what
happened in the first. But now consider (14):

(14) John fell. Fred pushed him. Unable to stop himself, John slid off
the edge of the cliff to his death.

In (14) we do not infer that the proposition that Fred pushed John explains
why John fell. Rather, we infer that the second sentence introduces an event
that is subsequent to the first. The inference to Explanation in (6) is here
defeated by further information—a trademark of nonmonotinicity.

To build SDRSs, the glue logic G must exploit a variety of information
sources-lexical information and information about the structure of an SDRS
principally, but it may also make use of nonlinguistic information or world
knowledge. As G should be a computationally tractable logic, the language
of G, LG, should have a tractable semantics. To date it has been sufficient
to make the language LQ a quantifier free fragment of a first order language
augmented by a weak conditional operator >, which formalizes generic or
defeasible rules of interpretation (A > B means "if A then normally B").
This language has the following syntax with formulas defined recursively
from predicates Φ and constants α.

• α ::= Speech Act Discourse Referents of SDRT

• 1 -place predicates Φ1 ::= {φ : φis an SDRS condition ^{Event-
proposition, Stative-proposition}

• 2-place predicates Φ2; = {{., .)}(J { D: D is a discourse relation sym-
bol]
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Φ ::= Φn(αι, ,αn)hΦ|Φι > Φ 2 | Φ Λ Φ 2

Predicates like Event-proposition and State-proposition are needed to cap-
ture aspectual information in SDRSs for the purpose of calculating tem-
poral structure. But these are in effect SDKS conditions — they are just
the typing conditions for certain types of discourse referents. We define
the semantics of LG relative to a world w G W and a selection function
* : Pow(W)XW — >• Pow(W), on which we can place certain constraints
to get a particular nonmonotonic logic.13 The modal semantics of LG is
itself rather unexceptional:

Semantics for LG

• The usual rules for the truth of atomic and Boolean combinations of
formulas apply.

• [Φ> φ}w = l i f f * ( \ \ Φ \ \ , w ) C \ \ ψ \ \

The monotonic notion of validity in G is easily axiomatized The definition
of the notion of nonmonotonic consequence relation ^ is more involved.
Essentially, the idea is to turn > into — > whenever this is consistent. There
are several ways of working out this intuition technically — the most ele-
gant being that found in Morreau (1995). |~ gives rise to a proof theoretic
equivalent.14

To turn G into a logic for building SDRSs, we need to add axioms for infer-
ring discourse relations. These axioms typically exploit > and the presence
of certain SDKS conditions in the given SDKS (representing the discourse
context) and in the SDKS representing the new information to be inte-
grated into the context; details can be found in a number of places (e.g.,
Lascarides and Asher 1993a, Asher et al. 1995). But roughly they are of
the following form:

which is intended to say that if πi and π2 are to be related to each other
in a discourse context, and conditions φ obtain in the SDKS characterizing
πi and conditions Ψ obtain in the SDKS characterizing π2, then normally
discourse relation D holds between πi and π2.

15

13For details, see Asher and Morreau (1991) or Morreau (1995).
14Again for details see Asher (1995) or Morreau (1995).
151 have changed and simplified the syntax and semantics of LG somewhat from that

suggested but not explicitly formalized, say, in Lascarides and Asher (1993a) and other
works.
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What we would like to say is that axioms allow us to conclude that certain
discourse relations hold by default, when the consequences of their holding
are consistent with what compositional and lexical semantics yields. But
one cannot do that without rendering |~G undecidable because this would
require the testing of the consistency of arbitrary first order conditions. In-
stead G is allowed access to certain information about conditions-including
some of the consequences of discourse structure determined in the SDRTo
background theory. This information is encoded in G as coherence con-
straints. These mimic the information encoded in the background theory
of SDRT to a limited extent; for instance, we have:

,π2) — > [e\ -< e2](π2)

e2](π2) -* ^[Ot(e2,

In words the first axiom says that if Narration holds then a certain con-
dition must be true of π2 — namely that the condition e\ -< e2 holds of
π2 or more particularly is a condition in the SDKS that π2 characterizes.
The second axiom is an example of how to encode information about the
incompatibilities between various DRS conditions in LQ.

For a glue logic capable of generating appropriate SDRSs to analyze tem-
poral anaphora and lexical disambiguation, we are able keep G at a man-
ageable level of complexity, as was shown in Lascarides and Asher (1993a).

Fact 3 |~G in SDRT is decidable.

As the gloss on the axioms for discourse relations suggests, we work within
a very particular set of models for G in using G to build SDRSs. Each world
of these models is an SDRS or discourse structure, and the satisfaction of
atomic LQ formulae in such models is just the presence of the appropriate
condition in the SDRS. For instance:

• For individual constants π, [π] = π.

• If Φ is a discourse relation symbol, then [Φ]ω = {(π,π;) : Φ(7Γ,π7)
is a condition in w}.

• If Φ is not a discourse relation symbol and not of the form , then:
IWL = ίπ/ : ^ίf'Φ is a condition or a generalization of a condition
in K1 and π' : Kf is a condition in w}

• [ < • ? • >1L — {< πι>π2 >' For some discourse relation symbol D,
D(πι,π2) is a condition in w}

We can't capture these particular models with the expressive power of LG>
But we can codify this connection between G and SDRT by means of a
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function μ that "transfers" information from SDRSs to formulas of LQ.
This function isn't part of LQ', it's the link between G and the SDRSs G is
supposed to reason about. It's the link between SDRT's logic of information
packaging and its logic of information content.

Now we can express the notion of an SDRTo transition defined relative
to some unambiguous sentence S. I define the TO transition relation for
SDRTo, which relates K, K' and a new SDRS K^. Intuitively, K^ is an
SDRS where the old and new information have been merged together. More
specifically, K^ includes (a) the old information K, (b) the new information
K' derived from 5, and (c) an attachment of K' with a rhetorical relation
to an available attachment point in K. The relation T$(K, K1, K^) is con-
strained so that it can hold only if part (c) of K^ is computed via G. More
formally, let Avl(K) be the set of available attachment sites in K, and let
Kπ stand for the SDRS φ such that π : φ occurs in K. Further, let Pred^ be
the label of the SDRS constituent in which π is declared or (equivalently)
in which a condition of the form π : K occurs, let Kπ stand for the SDRS
constituent labelled by π, and finally let α[/3/7J be the result of replacing
7 in a with β. Then the TO predicate for SDRT is defined as:

• The Update Relation
iff3πeAvl(K) such that:

2. Ki = K(K+/KpredK}, where:

3. K+ = Updatedrt(Kpred^,({π'}{π' : K' (φ) , Rfc**)})), where

K'(φ) = K1 together with those conditions specified in φ, where
φ is that information needed to satisfy the coherence constraints
on R.

The resulting SDRS for the discourse incorporates the new information and
a rhetorical relation R that is computed on the basis of the axioms of G
together with information about the semantic content of the old and new
information (i.e., μ(Kπ) and μ(K'}} where the SDRS Kπ is the one charac-
terized by π. The background SDRT theory ensures that the appropriate
semantic consequences of the discourse links are included in the content
of the discourse. Clearly, if the set of theorems in G is decidable or even
r.e., then we can eliminate the reference to the oracle O in theorem 2 and
show that SDRTo transitions are r.e. tout court. This constitutes a decided
improvement over theorem 2.
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6 Reasons to be dissatisfied with SDRTo

SDRTo allows us to accomplish a great deal with a very little extra bit
of information packaging— a vanishingly small amount in fact. But the
theory is unsatisfying because of its extensional character.

First, the extensional character of the state transitions defined in SDRTo
won't do to handle anaphoric references to abstract entities. We have im-
posed few constraints on the interpretation of the speech acts, and impor-
tantly none that links the speech act with the information content of what
was said in the speech act. Because of this and because we have not intro-
duced propositions as objects whose content and behavior is linked to the
SDRSs that describe them, the interpretation of propositional anaphoric
constructions such as

(15) John got an A on his test, but Sam doesn't believe it.

is hopeless. In principle, we could identify the discourse referent introduced
by it in the second clause with the speech act discourse referent introduced
by the first clause, but there would be nothing in the semantics that deter-
mined that what Sam didn't believe was that John got an A on his test.
Further, examples like (12) can't be analyzed within the theory.

A related difficulty with SDRTo is that we cannot really capture the mean-
ings of conditions of the form f£(πι, πz), when the semantics of the discourse
relation R involves an appeal to the content of what was said in πi or π2
We can specify the first order consequences of such conditions by means
of axioms—e.g., the spatial and temporal effects of discourse relations. On
the other hand, an SDRS condition like Elaboration(π\,π<2) should entail
that the content or proposition labelled by ?Γ2 entails that labelled by π2
A condition like Explanation^ i^^} also involves a relation between the
propositions labelled by πi and π2. But these relations cannot be expressed
in SDRTo. It is difficult to see exactly how these relations can be treated
in a purely extensional first order framework for familiar reasons.

A third reason for abandoning the extensional framework of SDRTo for a
different theory comes with dialogue. In dialogue, a speech act may have a
rhetorical or discourse function that it simply cannot have in monologue or
that is very rare in monologue. SORT represents such different functions
as different discourse relations; but we can also think of these as different
types of speech acts. In dialogue, there are a host of discourse relations in
dialogue that cannot commit one— as one is forced to do in SDRT0—to
the truth of what the participants said. For example consider a correction
like the following:
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(16) a. A: John distributed the copies.

b. B: No, it was Sue who distributed the copies.

Corrections are a typical type of speech act (or discourse relation) in di-
alogue. In corrections, it is clear that the content of the dialogue is not
the relational composition of the model assignment pairs verifying each of
A's and B's assertions; for that would net us an empty truth conditional
content. Rather there is a complex relation between the contents of what
is said in the two speech acts; the second speech act is an attempt to cor-
rect what the second speaker sees as deficiencies in the content of the first
speech act.16

We can just represent such disagreements as given by (16) in SDRTo, be-
cause the interpretations of conditions is relativized to a sequence of speech
acts. If one speech act asserts p and the another not p, SDRTo represents
this disagreement without inconsistency. But it also does not represent
these speech acts as disagreeing with each other; their contents are sim-
ply incomparable. This isn't right either. To make sense of corrections and
other such speech acts in dialogue, we have to be able to talk about the
contents of the two speech acts. And that we cannot really do in SDRTo.

One further complication is that these different contents may involve ana-
phoric links such as (19):

(19) a. A: John shot a man during the robbery

b. B: No he didn't shoot him.

In order to make sense of the anaphoric connections, the contents associated
with speech acts that are linked by discourse relations must have linked
interpretations.

16 Mark Danburg Wyld has made a careful study of these nonveridical or "divergent"
discourse relations and speech acts for his dissertation (Danburg-Wyld forthcoming).
Another kind of divergent discourse relation is Counterevidence of which (17) is an
example.

(17) a. A: Smith shot the guard at the bank.

b. B: He has witnesses that say he was out of town at the time of the
robbery.

Another type of speech act that Danburg-Wyld isolates is one in which the speaker
denies a discourse relation implicated to hold between two propositions by some other
speaker. Here is an example:

(18) a. A: John went to jail. He embezzled pension funds.

b. B: That's not why he went to jail. He was convicted of tax fraud.
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We have uncovered three reasons for going beyond an extensional theory of
discourse interpretation: a theory of abstract entity anaphora, an account
of the semantics of discourse relations, and a treatment of nonextensional
discourse relations in dialogue. The theory in the next section addresses
these concerns.

7 An Intensional Theory of Discourse
Interpretation: SDRTi

To handle prepositional anaphora and VP ellipsis, we must change the
signature of SDRTo to include conditions that represent the identification
of a discourse referent with some DR-theoretic structure that represents a
proposition or a property. A first try would be to introduce conditions of the
form z = K, where K is a DRS or a lambda abstracted DRS (representing
a property or verb phrase denotation). But this isn't quite right, because K
is not a singular term in the syntax of SDRT0. We need a theory internal
representative of K, $K for each DRS. $K is a singular term and denotes
an object in a model of SDRTi. So we extend the signature of SDRT0 to
include such singular terms. This marks a departure from standard DRT,
in which there are no singular terms at all with a constant interpretation.
We also suppose discourse referents ranging over the objects denoting by
singular terms. Finally, to handle dialogue or multilogue, we will replace
conditions of the form π : K with π : (x, jJK), where x is a discourse referent
representing the speaker in the dialogue whose speech act π is.

As the purpose of introducing singular terms of the form $K was to have
a way of referring to contents in SDRT, so this must be reflected in the
interpretation of these terms. The idea that first comes to mind (examined
in some detail for DRT in Frank (1997) and in recent unpublished work by
Kamp) is to exploit the correctness definition and to assign these terms sets
of world embedding function pairs, having fixed a model. This amounts to
making dynamic propositions entities in the models. Because these terms
may share discourse referents with the context in which they occur and
these shared discourse referents must be assigned the same value, the in-
terpretation of such terms will be sensitive to the discourse context in which
they are to be interpreted. So we will assign to $K a discourse context—i.e.,
a set of world assignment pairs relative to a given model and assignment
(elements of a discourse context). The set of world assignment pairs de-
noted by $K is determined relative in distributive fashion, in keeping with
the tradition of dynamic semantics.17 Since assignments are always finite

17The interpretation of conditions involving %K will also change so as to exploit the
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and we can assign an order to the discourse referents in their domain, we
can think of the assignments in these pairs as finite sequences of objects in
the domain of the model. Nevertheless, this requires some minimal amount
of set theory in our model and thus marks a complication in the logical
foundations of discourse interpretation. On the other hand, we no longer
need to relativize the interpretation of conditions to labels for SDKS con-
stituents to interpret conditions of the form π : jjίf, since we will have an
interpretation for $K as a whole. So our satisfaction definition below will
have one fewer parameter than the previous one. Further, we can return to
treating conditions as "tests" using the interpretation function V.

To carry out these changes, we will pass from an extensional semantics to an
intensional one. Our models will contain not only a domain of individuals
and interpretations of the primitive nonlogical relation symbols but also
a set of worlds. The interpretation of primitive relation symbols will be a
function from worlds to extensions. The interpretation of jjK, however, will
also necessitate the presence of certain sets in the models—sets of pairs of
worlds and and assignment functions.

A potential source of problems is that we want the interpretation of $K to
be sensitive to the assignments made to discourse referents in the SDKS in
which §K occurs as a term, as well as to the assignments made to discourse
referents in other terms §K' which are discourse related to $K and which
hence may support anaphoric connections to discourse referents in $K as in
19. This generates two problems. The first is that the interpretation of (Jlf,
because it relies on the state transition PM(K), must be defined relative
to an input world assignment pair where the assignment does not assign
objects to all the discourse referents that occur as terms in conditions of K
but are not declared in K either (since they are declared in the universes of
other K' where $K and $K' are discourse related). So we must modify the
interpretation of $K and K to deal with such "improper" DRSs or SDRSs.
The interpretation of $K will in fact be an interpretation of $K paired with
the background assignment.

The second problem is that, on pain of violating well-foundedness, we don't
want the assignments that are part of the interpretation of $K to include
the assignment made to $K. To this end, I define for any discourse referent
x occuring as a term in the conditions of K but not in the universe of K:

• /" = {< x, f(χ) >: xoccurs in K but not ιnUκ}

meaning of J/f, as will the conditions involving speech act discourse referents if these
are definable in terms of the contents associated with the speech acts. I won't go into
these definitions here, but for an attempt in this area see Asher 1993. Many but not all
the discourse relations can be given definitions in terms of the contents associated with
their arguments.
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Because every SDKS is well-founded, by exploiting /~ rather than /, we
will ensure that our semantics is well-founded too:

Definition 3:

• (w,f)PM(U,0)(w',g)iffw = w'/\fCg
Λ dom(0) = dom(/) U U.

• (wJ)£VM(R(xι, , x n ) ) i f f Rw,M(f(xι), J(xn))

. (w,f)PM(Kn

Ί)(w',g)iff (w,f)PM(K)(w',g)/\(w',g)&VM(Ί)

• (w, /) € VM(^K) iff -3ft (w, f)PM(K)(w, ft)

> K') iff Vfc ((w, f)PM(K)(w, k) -»

(υ>,f)€VH(KVK')iff3g(w,f)Pu(K)(w,g)V
3h(w,f)PM(K')(w,h)

VM(π : x.

, /) = (K, Λ) : 3g(fκ C 3 Λ K,9)PM(^)K, ft) Λ
dom(5) = domί/^) U {x : i occurs in a condition of K but not in

UK})}

As the satisfaction definition stands, the interpretation of terms of the form
$K is still not sufficiently constrained. As I mentioned above, anaphoric re-
lations may obtain between components of an SDKS that are discourse
related to each other. This means that two complex singular terms $K
and $K' may share discourse referents. To have the anaphoric links make
sense, we must give the same assignments to the shared discourse referents.
The constraint (on models) that the contents associated with any two dis-
course linked speech acts be equipollent accomplishes this. What the two
subclauses in the definition of equipollence do is to set up a bisimulation
between the contents of the two related speech act with respect to the as-
signments to the common discourse referents that appear in their respective
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characterizing SDRSs.18

Definition of Έquipollence: JAΊ and %K% are equipollent relative to M,
written JAΊ ~M tt#2, iff:

Vx € Dom(h) Π Dom(g)h(x) = g(x)))

Vti/,MK,/0 G V
Vz G Doπι(h) Π Dom(g)h(x) = g(x))

Έquipollence Constraint

• Vw',g((w',g) G VM(πι : xij^i) Π

~M is an equivalence relation. So we can show that if $K ~M $K' and
jt-K"' ~M it K7' that we can show that there is a bisimulation on the values
of $K and $K" with respect to the discourse referents common to ft/if, $K'
and OX", which is what we really need to assure semantic coreference in
the anaphoric equations.

The syntax and semantics of SDRTi allows us to identify pronouns refer-
ring to propositions, facts or properties with the values of $K or with the
value of a lambda abstracted SDKS.19 A discourse context is on this view
also a dynamic proposition, consisting of a relational structure of dynamic
propositions. In SDRTo we had no prepositional constituents in the dis-
course context — only speech acts. In SDRTi dynamic propositions are full
citizens.

Every SDRS of SDRTi has a translation into a higher order intensional
logic as, say, developed in Gallin (1975). We have an additional type in
our logic besides that of worlds, entities and truth values: the type of an
assignment. To ensure that this type is well-founded, we will have to build it
up inductively in the following fashion using functional types and Currying
cartesian products. Let π be the type of discourse referents or stores in our
type theory (as in Muskens 1996):

• go : π — > e

18You might think that equipollence is too strong and all that is needed is some
conditional dependence-like that given by the first clause of equipollence, but this would
allow us to have some assi gnments in the meaning of jJ/<2 that did whatever they wished
to the drefs or variables declared in K\. To rule out this unwanted possibility, the second
clause needs to be added.

19To do the latter, it would appear attractive to have a third store of assignments for
VPs that we can pick up and use in new contexts, but I won't work out the details here.
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: 7Γ

Let's call the higher order logic with this set of types TYs*. Besides the
basic DRT translation into first order logic we now have the translation of
dynamic propositional variables as variables of type w — > (g — > £), while
the translation of %K: tr($K) = Λtr(K). We then exploit this transla-
tion in the following characterization lemma, together with the "lifting"
of P defined above to the empty discourse context: σj = {(M,ιt;,0) :
Mis an intensional model, w € WM}

Characterization Lemma for SDRTi :

• For every higher order intensional formula χ with a set of free vari-
ables [7, there is an SDKS of SDRTi (17, C) such that Pl(U, C)[σft =
{(M, /) : Dom(f) = U and M μ *[/]}

• Every SDKS of SDRTι(f7, C) has a characteristic formula χ of higher
order intensional logic where U is the set of free variables in χ and
Vl(U, C)[σJ] - {(M, /) : Dom(f) = U and M \= χ[f}}

As in Muskens's (1996) system, we have lost in SDRTi the SDRT0 equiv-
alence between a logic with purely objectual variables and the target dy-
namic theory. For we now have to introduce discourse referents as a prim-
itive type into the intensional logic to get the equivalence with SORT.

The work of Cocchiarella (1989) has shown how to build axiomatizations of
theories with stratified comprehension, and our "stratification" of propo-
sitional types in TY3* can borrow these ideas to get an axiomatization,
which together with the techniques of Fernando leads to a notion of bisim-
ulation over transitions defined by SDRS's intensionally construed and si-
multaneously over the state transitions defined by their model theoretic
interpretations in the same general vein as theorems 1 and 2. All the same
definitions pertinent to the definition of ±±l , the notion of transition equiv-
alence for SDRTi, and for Φ^ and accessible states carry over here. It is
a simple exercise to modify the definition of the update relation in SDRT0

to fit SDRTi. The update relation exploits only the representational struc-
tures and the glue logic G. The syntax of the representations in SDRTi has
changed from SDRT0 but only in ways that are inessential to the definition
of the transition relation.

A natural query is to ask whether one could eliminate the complexity of the
well-founded type of embedding functions in the models. In fact it appears
that one can and thereby get a much simpler intensional version of SDRT,
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which I'll call SDRT2.
20

The idea here is to make the assignments relevant to interpreting the in-
tensional contexts part of the overall context and not part of the semantic
value of the intensional terms. Again, we want the interpretation of $K to
be sensitive to the assignments made to discourse referents in the SDKS
in which $K occurs as a term, as well as to the assignments made to dis-
course referents in other terms §K' which are discourse related to $K and
which hence may support anaphoric connections to discourse referents in
$K as in 19. The interpretation of $K relies on the state transition PM(K)'y
but it must be denned relative to an input world assignment pair where
the assignment assigns objects to all the discourse referents that occur as
terms in conditions of K but are not declared in K either (since they are
declared in the universes of other K' where \K and §K' are discourse re-
lated) . Further of course, these input world assignment pairs must respect
the assignments made to discourse referents by the "outside" assignment.
To do this, I will need to keep track of not only the outside assignment but
also of previous assignments in previous intensional contexts in order to in-
terpret conditions of the form §K. And to do this I will redefine the notion
of a context to have two assignments—one for the extensional discourse
referents and one for the "intensional" discourse referents (the discourse
referents that occur within terms of the form $K). The conditions of the
form π : x, K will not then function simply as tests as in definition 3 but
will actually change the assignments to the intensional contexts, in a way
similar to definition 2.

Definition 4:

• (wJ,k}PM(U,0)(w',g,k'} iff w = w' Λ k = k' Λ fw C gw

Λ dom((7, w) = dom(/, w)UU

' J',kf) iff w = w' ^f = f^
k = k1 Λ RW}M(fw(xι), , fw(xn))

(wJ,k)PM(x =
k = k'

(K"i)(w'J'rf\ iff 3

, k)PM(K)(w", /", fc") Λ

20 Something like this approach has been suggested for the treatment of conditionals
by Matthew Stone (1997) and Robert van Rooy (1997).
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(w,f,k)PM(^K)(w',f',k') iff w = w' Λf = f ' / \ k = k'
-,3h(w,f,k)PM(K)(w,h,k)

(wJ,k)PM(K=*K')(w'J',k') iff w = w' Λ/ = /' Λ fc = fc'
Vg ((w, f, k)PM(K)(w, g,k)^3h (w, g, k)PM(K')(w, h, k))

(w,f,k)PM(KVK')(w',f',k') iff w = w'Λf = f'Λk = k'
3 g (w, /, k)PM(K)(w,g, k) V 3 h(w, /, k)PM(K')(w, h, k)

(w,f,k)PM(it:x,$K)(w',f',k') iff w = w ' / \ f = f'/\

{/(*), /(*),Vif(il#,/, *,«»)> € Sayw<M
/\Vw'€VM($K,f,k,w)(w',fUkJUk)PK(w',f(Jk,k")

• VM($K, f , g, w) = {w' : 3k (w1, f U g, f U g)PM(K)(w', k, k))}

This way of proceeding is in some ways much closer to the original for-
mulation of SDRTo We don't need a notion of equipollence because the
intensional assignments are updated each time a conditon of the form π : K
is interpreted and so variables within the constituent K that are declared
in other portions are interpreted appropriately. The propositions that we
refer to in SDRT2 aren't dynamic but rather static; all dynamic elements
are located in the assignment functions, which are not part of semantic
values in the interpretation of

The real payoff of SDRT2 is a correspondence with a standard inten-
sional logic with only objectual variables. Every SDKS of SDRT2 has a
translation into higher order intensional logic as, say, developed in Gallin
(1975). Besides the basic DRT translation into first order logic we now
have the translation of $K: tr($K) = Λtr(K). We then exploit this trans-
lation in the following characterization lemma, together with the "lifting"
of P defined above to the empty discourse context: σ§ = {(M, w,0,0) :
Mis an intensional model, w € WM}
Characterization Lemma for SDRT2:

• For every higher order intensional formula x with a set of free vari-
ables [7, there is an SDRS of SDRT2(t7, C) such that [Pl(U, C)](σ§) =
{(Af,w,/,0) : M |= χ[/U0], where Dom(f) = U /\Dom(g) = U*, and
where [7* is the set of free variables X{ such that for some formula 0,
Λ</> occurs in x and Xi occurs in φ}

• Every SDRS of SDRT2(ί/, C) has a characteristic formula x of higher
order intensional logic where U is the set of free variables in x, C7*
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is the set of free variables Xi such that for some formula φ, *φ oc-
curs in x, Xi occurs in φ and Pl(U,C)σ2 = {(M,/,p) : Dom(f) =
U, Dom(g) = U* and M \= χ[f U g]}

This characterization lemma, in conjunction with the use of generalized
Henkin models for higher order modal logic, leads to a notion of bisimu-
lation over transitions defined by SDRS's intensionally construed and si-
multaneously over the state transitions defined by their model theoretic
interpretations in the same general vein as theorems 1 and 2. Once again
the definitions pertinent to the definition of <->2, the notion of transition
equivalence for SDRT2, and for Φ^ and accessible states carry over from
our earlier theories or are easily modified as is the definition of the update
relation.

Given that |~G (including the coherence constraints) is decidable, we have
the following:

Theorem 7.1 φ±±lψ iff <τ^ = σ^; and further, <-»2 and Φ^ are r.e.

8 More Information Packaging:

SDRTi and SDRT2, like SDRTo, have a small amount of information pack-
aging. The advantage of this is that it is easy to extend the correspon-
dence between model-theoretic and syntactically or representationally de-
fined state transitions that is found in dynamic semantics. We can in fact
do alot with these theories. We can represent various forms of ellipsis and
anaphora having to do with reference to abstract objects; we can study di-
alogue; and we can analyze the other phenomena mentioned in connection
with SDRT0.

But a proper theory of anaphora and ellpsis still remains outside the
purview of SDRTo, 1,2- These theories of discourse interpretation do not re-
flect, for instance, important pragmatic constraints on anaphora. A widely
noticed fact is that discourse structure governs which antecedents to pro-
nouns and which temporal discourse referents are permissible antecedents.
It is very difficult to refer with a pronoun to an object mentioned in some
proposition that is not discourse related to the proposition expressed by the
sentence containing the pronoun or on the "right frontier" of the discourse
structure. But as a study of the satisfaction definitions 2 and 3 shows, a
pronoun can refer to the value of any discourse referent introduced in the
discourse, no matter how far back.

A plausible-sounding solution to our first difficulty is to make use of some
sort of "down-date" of the assignment functions. But already this makes
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much more complex the problem of getting a correlation between repre-
sentationally defined and model-theoretically defined transitions. Second,
while pronominal anaphora and temporal anaphora obey an "availabil-
ity" constraint imposed by discourse structure, studies of texts have shown
that definite descriptions may pick up antecedents that do not meet this
constraint (Asher 1993). So it looks as if downdating the assignments (re-
moving some variables from their domains) will not work for definite de-
scriptions. We need a richer notion of information packing within which
to represent the different status of discourse referents. In particular, this
richer notion must reflect aspects of the structure of an SDKS.

An additional advantage of adding structure is that we can internalize
within the notion of a discourse context the G governed notion of CCP
and make sense of the information transfer function as being part of our
notion of a discourse context. If we want to have a clear conception of the
state transition engendered by new information that comes from a variety
of sources after the processing of the verbal message, then it behooves us
to incorporate the additional information needed to compute the transition
into our representation of the discourse context. So far we have not con-
structed a completely model theoretic notion of CCP for SORT; we have
merely used the relational composition of DRT and exploited the link be-
tween the model theory and the representational formulations of dynamic
discourse interpretation. But this doesn't really give us a theory in which
the model-theoretic notions of context are incrementally built up as new in-
formation is added. By adding to information packaging information about
the structure of the SDKS along the lines of Asher (1996), we will be able
to do so.

A related issue is that even in SDRTi^ we have a lousy semantics for at-
titudinal constructions, a semantics which does not distinguish between
logically equivalent beliefs. One solution to the problem of logical equiva-
lence of beliefs is to exploit the structure of the object of belief in a context
sensitive way (see Asher 1986, Kamp 1990, or Perry and Crimmins, for
example. If these objects of belief are just the sort of propositions that are
involved in our representation of discourse (and why not in view of the
intimate link between saying and believing), then this also suggests that
our view of information structure should at least include the logical struc-
ture of the SDRS and maybe even something about the concepts that figure
within the conditions of the SDRS. Once again the whole SDRS seems to be
relevant to information packaging — and not only for pragmatic processing
issues but for the semantics of certain constructions as well.

A sufficient enrichment of information packaging to address the concerns
raised in the previous paragraphs requires several modifications to our con-
ception of a discourse context. First we will want to represent explicitly the
structure of an SDRS — we can do this by encoding this structure on the set
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of speech act discourse referents. Second, we need to say something about
the structure of the contents — the SDRSs — associated with each speech
act, at least enough to be able to use the "glue" logic to compute the
appopriate discourse relation for attachment, given a DRS — i.e. a com-
positional semantic representation of the new information — together with
lexical information and pragmatic principles. We now make these changes
more precise on the conceptually simpler version SDRT2.

To this end let a discourse context (relative to a chosen model) be a tuple
consisting of a world, as before, and, in addition, a triple consisting of the
set of speech act discourse referents X, a strict partial ordering R on X, a
function μ from X into formulas of the "glue" logic encoding information
about the conditions associated with that element of X, and an element
x° G X designating the current speech act. μ is our information transfer
function; if x is not a speech act discourse referent μ(x) is the conjunction
of all the conditions in which x figures as an argument or if x is a speech
act discourse referent then μ(x) is the conjunction of all the conditions in
the DRS representing the content of the speech act x; in other words μ
keeps a record of the actual conditions used in the discourse and files them
with each associated discourse referent.

x° and R together tell us which speech act discourse referents may act as
suitable attachment points among the set X of all speech acts in the an-
tecedent context. Most researchers in discourse theory have made the "right
frontier" of the discourse structure the area in which possible attachments
of new information may be made (though for some complicating details
see Asher 1993), a constraint easily representable with our new notion of
discourse context.

We then define that two such contexts r and σ stand in the CCP rela-
tion inductively similarly to the way we defined CCP transitions between
simpler contexts in definitions 2 -4. As in definition 4, the world and assign-
ment components of the discourse contexts do all the work in the definition
of satisfaction of conditions. The principal change is the way information
packaging gets treated — viz. in the first clause in the recursion. The input
and output discourse contexts' information packaging is now much more
finely structured, and so this requires several clauses to make sure that each
part of the structure is modified in the appropriate fashion. Further, as the
inference of the appropriate discourse connection between the new informa-
tion and the context makes use of conditions in SDRSs, we must define the
transition P in a somewhat different way; this recursive definition defines
P for an SDRS with an arbitrary set of conditions. As in definitions 2, 3
and 4, we will suppose that Mr = Mσ in any CCP transition defined by
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an SDRTi representation, and we will make the valuation V of conditions
sensitive to contexts, as in definition 3. σjj represents the empty discourse
context in SDRTa, and DR is the set of discourse relations.

Definition 5:

• (σ-i , /, k)PM (U, Con) (σz , g, h) iff :

1. wσι = wσ2=w

2. fwQg w Λ dom(g, w) = dom(f, w)(JU

3. V7 e Con (σ2,g,k)PM( y)(σ2,g,h}

4. Xσ2 = Xσι U {π : π € U}

5. x°2 6 {π : π € [/}, if {π : π e {/} is non-empty;
Xσ2

 = χ(σ\ > otherwise; and x§ = 0.

6. μσ2 = μσι U {(^,x§) : 0 € Con}

7. eit/ier (σi = 0 Λ Λσ2 = Rσι = 0) or 3π € Λ"σι3D 6 DR
.(π.xJJ Λ (σι,g,h)PM(D(π,x0

σ2))(σ2,g,h)

Rσ2 = Transitive Closure(Rσι U (τr,a;°2))

, ,Xn)(σ,f',gl) iff Λ/ = / ' Λ α
.M (/IB., (^l),' •• ,fwσ(Xn))

1/', f l

/) iff /(*):= Vi

3Λ3σ/(σ,/)PΛί(K )(<τ',Λ)

(σ,f,g)PM(K^K')(σ,f',g') iff VkVσ' ((σ,f)PM(K)(σ',k)
-» 3 Λ3 σ" (σ', fcJPj,, (K')(^', Λ) Λ / = /' Λ 5 = α'

\tK')(σ,f'Λ) iff 393σ' (σ,f)PM(K)(σ',g)
V 3/ι3σ"(σ, /)PM(JiΓ')(σ", Λ) Λ / = /' Λ g = g'

,/',*) iff f = /'Λ
€ Sαj,̂  MΛ

, f , g , σ ) = {σ' . 3k(σ'J(Jg,f(Jg)PM(K)(σ',k,k))}
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In definition 5, we make use of the glue logic G by means of which we com-
pute the discourse relation used to attach the new information to an avail-
able attachment point. This logic exploits the information transferfunction
μ from speech acts to information about those speech acts (expressed in
the language LG) M is no^ Par^ °f G but rather part of our conception of
discourse context.

The question as to whether SDRTa engenders r.e. transitions between states
is an important but delicate one. Because we have complicated the notion
of contexts, we no longer have a simple correspondence between a first order
or higher order formula and a state transition labelled by a DRS (or SDKS).
But our contexts can be broken into an intensional part and a part governed
by a formula that captures the relation between the information packaging
of the two contexts. The language of the relation governing the information
packaging contains names of formulas and functions from formulas to the
set of free variables in it, together with the function μ that takes us from
a formula to lexical information associated with its non-logical constants.
Suppose that the function μ gives information from lexical look-up; then μ
is clearly computable.

Given that G is decidable and that μ involves only lexical look-up, the
relational expression between the information packaging of the input and
output contexts (viz. the relation between input set X of speech act dis-
course referents, current discourse referent and strict partial order on X
and the corresponding output elements) is also decidable.

The information packaging language L\ is LQ together with the relation
symbol T. LI contains names of L formulas as well as names of variables,
and variables for sets of variables. It also contains a symbol representing the
strict partial ordering on sets of variables. T encodes the transitions con-
cerning the structure of SDRSs as they are modified by new information. To
turn the definition of LG satisfaction into a definition of L\ satisfaction^ we
need only add a clause for T. Given that every SDKS has a translation into
a formula of higher order intensional logic, we can also use T to character-
ize the structure of such a formula. Suppose that T encodes that transition
between structures relevant to determining the sort of information packag-
ing we have supposed in the contexts defined in SDRTa. Calculating this
transition involves G, but since G is decidable and determining the exten-
sion of T just involves the manipulation of finite structures, L\ validity is
also decidable.

We now translate an SDRSa context into a pair of formulas—one a formula
of intensional higher order logic as before and the other a formula of LI
that encodes the structure of that context—including of course a set of
speech act discourse referents X.
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Definition
(x, 6) is a characterizing pair of formulas iff χ is a formula of higher order
intensional logic and δ is a formula of LI such that Vx € Xsμ(x) is LI
satisfied by the discourse context P(KX)[&Q\, where Kx is the SDKS that
is the translation of χ

Characterization Lemma for SDRTs:

• For every pair of characterizing formulas (x, 8) such that x has free
variables U, there is an SDKS (U, C) such that P(U, C)[σg] = {(M, /) :
Doπι(f) = U and M \= %[/]} and (C7, C)Lι satisfies 5.

• Every SDRSs ([/, C] has a pair of characterizing formulas (χ,T) such
that: x has a set of free variables U and P(U,C)[σ$] = {(M,/) :
Dom(f) = U and M \= χ[/]} and 6 is LI satisfied by ([/, C)

We use the characterization lemma to define state transitions labelled by
SDRSs by keeping the two parts apart. If we can keep LI validity decidable
(which means keeping G decidable), then we can show that the transitions
of SDRTs also remain r.e. for the same reasons as in fact 3. But how do
these state transitions compare to our previously defined state transitions?
Because of the information packaging formula, the transitions are much
more restrictively defined than in SDRTo,ι; e.g., two logically equivalent
SDRSs may not induce the same state transition in SDRTs.

This sensitivity of the transitions to packaging has advantages I have al-
ready mentioned. There are natural language constructions like attitude
reports whose semantics is plausibly sensitive not only to truth conditional
content but to information packaging as well—thus blurring the distinc-
tion with which we set out in the paper. This leads to the thought that
the entire structure of the SDRS is relevant to information packaging and
even occasionally to content. And this suggests one other view of discourse
structure—the one originally proposed in Asher (1993).

So far we have been interested in constructing the minimal notions of con-
text needed to attack certain problems and phenomena associated with a
theory of the pragmatic-semantic interface. I haven't said anything about
the interpretation of certain intensional predicates—predicates of proposi-
tions. Candidates for trouble are the predicates for truth, belief and other
propositional attitudes. The paradoxes can easily be reintroduced within
this framework by predicates that exploit both information packaging and
model theoretic content in their semantics. Self-referential paradoxes as of
now do not arise, because we have split the information packaging off from
the model-theoretic content. The original SDRT of Asher (1993) grew out
of a concern with a semantics for abstract objects of the sort needed for an
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adequate theory of belief reports. This interest in propositions yields a col-
lection of objects in which information packaging and information content
are intertwined. Consequently, that theory did not make make the split
between information packaging and contents (at least not explicitly) but
took the values of $K to be SDRSs themselves. We could call that theory
SDRT4. Models for SDRT4 involved techniques familiar to those analyz-
ing the paradoxes—e.g., Frege structure. SDRT4 can also be understood as
defining a CCP, but unlike that of our earlier theories it can be shown to
be nonaxiomatizable (Asher 1993).

9 Conclusion

In the approach to a variety of systems for discourse interpretation vand
problems in discourse interpretation that I have sketched here, I understand
the distinction between information packaging and information content to
be an essential one. Both content and packaging are needed to understand
discourse interpretation, but they should be kept separate if we hope to have
a computationally tractable approach to the construction of discourse rep-
resentations. The distinction between information packaging and content
is, however, also a logical distinction that gives us, as the last paragraphs
suggest, a slightly different way of thinking about the self-referential para-
doxes and about certain problematic constructions in semantics. But both
packaging and content are parts of discourse meaning, and this strongly
suggests that there are more levels to discourse meaning than just syntax
and just model-theoretic semantics.
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